As the world faces SARS COVID-2 pandemic, the insufficiencies in health care across the world are being exposed. It became obvious the number of facilities and manpower in healthcare was inadequate to take care of masses in pandemic of this magnitude. Health care teams had to deal with many moral and ethical challenges which they had never dealt with, mainly because of large and persistent inflow of patients.1 Many of them had not seen death to such magnitude in their whole career. Obviously this resulted in emotional and mental fatigue leading to job dissatisfaction along with increasing number of nurses leaving the profession.

There is a great variability in nursing training and responsibilities across the world. Over the years many studies have been done to find source of moral distress and ethical conflicts by the way of questionnaires, but there is still lack of awareness among physicians and nurses about this ethical conflict and certainly not enough is done to solve this problem.

American association of critical care nurses define moral distress as “a situation when the ethically appropriate action to take is known but one is unable to act upon it, when one acts in a manner contrary to his or her personal or professional values which undermines that individuals integrity and authenticity.”2 Moral dilemma on the other hand is described as a situation when ethically correct course of action is unknown. Ethical conflict is described by Falco-Pegueroles et al. as a barrier to decision making process and is derived from ethical responsibilities that nurses assume with care.3

Multiple studies including the study published in this issue “Ethical Attitudes of Intensive Care Nurses During Clinical Practice and Affecting Factors” by Can et al. have tried to understand the ethical attitude and conflicts of nurses by means of questionnaire. In this study 350 critical care nurses in Turkey were given questionnaires about their demographics, working hours and experience and state of their ethical problems. Ethical attitude scale for nursing care (Min score 34 and maximum 170) was used to assess the ethical conflicts and attitude.4 Lower average scores indicate negative ethical attitudes. The study showed that 70.4% nurses did not receive any ethics training outside of school and 68.4% did not attend symposium on ethics. The study showed that score for personnel who did not care for a patient diagnosed with coronavirus were higher. 62.2% of participants showed that score for personnel who did not care for a patient and nurses about this ethical conflict and certainly not enough is done to solve this problem.5
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will for no feeding tube and withholding mechanical ventilation because of advanced directives even if its for short time. There were many occupation related factors that contribute to moral distress like unfriendly colleagues, insufficient nurses to staff the ICU, competency of co-workers, transferring patients from ICU when they are not ready to be transfer and physicians when they are reluctant to talk to patient’s family. Gutierrez et al. suggested that cause of moral distress was lack of communication between nurses and physicians, patients and families. However, studies done in ICU nurses showed ethical attitudes were more positive in educated nurses and training in end of life care in ICUs have not been found to reduce moral distress.

McClendon et al. also surveyed the ways of coping in their study and most common answers were talking with families about patient condition, counting to 10, distancing oneself from the situation; joking with others, comfort in knowing that they have done all that they can do and praying. Gutierrez et al. on the other hand suggested following steps to help relieve moral distress in nurses (1) improving communication between healthcare team and patient family (2) improving communication between nursing and nurse management (3) developing a forum for ethical discussions (4) providing support to families with critically ill loved ones.

Can et al. study did an excellent job of understanding the ethical attitudes among ICU nurses. This is first step in understanding the problem and should be followed by further studies to understand causes of ethical conflicts and formulate steps towards solving these conflicts. Decreasing moral distress among nurses will lead to less burn out and improved job satisfaction. This can lead to fewer nurses leaving the profession and better quality of patient care. Though studies are done in past there is great variation in nursing education and patient expectations across the world which can greatly affect the study outcomes. Ethics are handled very differently across the world and such studies will certainly help bring some awareness and uniformity in different countries. This will lead to inclusion of ethics as a part of formal nursing education.
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